A MEMBERSHIP WITH PAAS MEANS
SLEEPING BETTER AT NIGHT
Just look what PAAS can do for YOU!
24 YEARS OF EXPERT AUDIT ASSISTANCE
PAAS is at your side from pre-audit preparation through post-audit discrepancies.
After 24 years of assisting pharmacies with audits, you name it, PAAS has seen it.

PRE-AUDIT CONSULTING
Your first move after receiving notification of an audit—CONTACT PAAS! We
have experience in over 64,000 prescription claims audits and give you the
specifics so you know what to expect. We keep track of PBM’s habits. PAAS
knows the focus of each audit type, right down to individual auditor tactics. Plus
PAAS helps you understand your rights during an audit. PAAS has helped save
pharmacies over $573 million in penalties.

POST-AUDIT DEFENSE
Chances are your initial audit will demand over $6,000 in chargebacks. PAAS
knows what documentation you need to collect, how to organize it and then the
proper methods to submit the information. We give you the best chance to resolve
audit discrepancies. On average, with the help of PAAS, initial audit demands are
reduced from $6,173 to just $1,328 —that’s REAL money staying in your pocket!

VALUABLE RESOURCES
Thousands of pharmacies look to PAAS National® for answers, guidance and
strategies. Whether you need help filling and billing a drug, reviewing a contract,
finding a contact person at a PBM, acquiring basic forms such as Sig Logs, or
finding an attorney - PAAS is a valuable resource that you can depend on.

“THIRD-PARTY NEWSLINE” - NEWSLETTER
The PAAS monthly newsletter is a member favorite that provides important audit
prevention tips and timely information on PBM audit tactics.

ONE FLAT ANNUAL FEE - NO ADDED CHARGES
You pay one annual fee, then use PAAS as often as needed—no added charges.
Some of our competitors charge a percentage of your audit chargeback—NOT
PAAS! Our reward is the satisfaction gained from helping you keep your money.
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ALSO INCLUDED IN
YOUR MEMBERSHIP
FORMS LIBRARY
PAAS provides an array of important
forms for members. Signature Log
Forms, Signature Logbooks, Signature
Log Postcards, Patient Affidavits, Compound Worksheets, plus others help you
address Third-Party requirements.

CONTRACT REVIEWS
Let PAAS point out the perils or pitfalls
of a contract. Whether it be addendums,
amendments, changes, such as the
AWP price roll-back and the impact on
your pharmacy, PAAS can review them
for you. We also offer AWP vs. WAC
Conversion Charts, and negotiating
strategies.

DAY SUPPLY CHARTS
PAAS provides handy charts that help
you accurately transmit the correct day
supply. Charts for Insulin, Inhalers, Nasal Sprays, Topicals, & Eye Drops help
you prevent audit recoupments.

PAAS National® is proud to partner with
NCODA to provide members with a
highly discounted rate.
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To join PAAS with the NCODA discounted rate, fill out the
form below and return it to Michael Reff, or email your pharmacy information to him at michaelreff1@gmail.com.

PHARMACY: ___________________________________
NCPDP #: _______________________
PHONE: ____________________________
CONTACT NAME: _______________________________
E-MAIL: ____________________________________

160 Business Park Circle | Stoughton, WI 53589
P: 608.873.1342 F: 608.873.4009
PAASNational.com

